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Abstract: Hybrid energy systems ordinarily comprise of at 

least two diverse energy sources utilized related to 

guarantee firm power yield, expanded system effectiveness 

and at last a more noteworthy equalization in power supply 

at lower generally speaking expenses. This paper reviews 

the concept of the hybrid energy, its components, its positive 

and negative points. 
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I.   INTRODUCTION 

The power created from renewable energy sources (RES) is 
portrayed by its changeability. The arrangement is to couple 

sources of supply and structure a hybrid system (SH). A 

hybrid renewable energy system (SHER) is an electrical 

system, involving more than one energy source, among 

which one in any event is renewable [1]. In another word, a 

hybrid renewable energy system (SHER) is a system that 

consolidates two unique advancements: at least one 

customary energy sources, and in any event one renewable 

energy source.  

 

Hybrid energy systems are commonly independent right now 

limit is essential; this sort is across the board in confined 
locales. With fast development on non-renewable energy 

source shortage and natural concern, for example, a 

dangerous atmospheric deviation and contamination in a 

universe of today, the renewable energy, for example, solar, 

wind, biomass, and miniaturized scale hydro systems can be 

viewed as reasonable options in contrast to customary power 

because of their manageable conduct.  

 

Likewise, solar energy and wind energy examines are 

restricted because of area and climate change, along these 

lines another advancement was found that can produce power 
without constraint particularly in a rustic territory, this new 

improvement is hybrid system that comprises of various 

renewable sources incorporated as one power plant. The solar 

PV and Wind energy sources have been demonstrated as all 

the more encouraging, in fact developed, and savvy energy 

sources. They are being utilized in numerous spots of world 

as a solitary source is consolidated as hybrid power system 

[2]. 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
Fig 1. Renewable and Non-Renewable Energy 

 

The solar PV system is powered by the solar energy which is 

inexhaustibly accessible in nature. The solar-produced power 

is called Photovoltaic (or PV). Photovoltaic are solar cells that 

convert daylight to D.C power. These solar cells in solar PV 

module are produced using semiconductor materials. At the 

point when light energy strikes the cell, electrons are radiated. 
The electrical conductor joined to the positive and negative 

sizes of the material permit the electrons to be caught as a 

D.C flow. The produced power can be utilized to power a 

heap or can be put away in a battery. Photovoltaic system is 

arranged into two significant sorts: the off-grid (independent) 

systems and between tied system. The off-grid (independent) 

systems are for the most part utilized where there is no utility 

grid administration. It is extremely efficient in giving power 

at remote areas particularly provincial banking, medical clinic 

and ICT in rustic situations. Solar PV systems for the most 

part can be a lot less expensive than introducing power lines 

and venture down transformers particularly to remote 
territories. Solar modules produce power without 

contamination, without smell, ignition, commotion and 

vibration. Thus, undesirable annoyance is totally wiped out. 

Likewise, not at all like the other power supply systems 

which require proficient preparing for establishment aptitude, 

there are no moving parts or extraordinary fixes that require 

such mastery [2]. 
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II.   TYPES OF HYBRID RENEWABLE ENERGY 

SYSTEMS 

2.1 Biomass-wind-power module  

The hybrid power module can utilize a wide assortment of 
biomass sources, including starch, cellulose, lignin — and 

even switchgrass, powdered wood, green growth and waste 

from poultry preparing. For instance, consider a heap of 

100% power supply and there is no renewable system to 

satisfy this need, so at least two renewable energy system can 

be consolidated. For instance, 60% from a biomass system, 

20% from wind system and the rest of power modules. In this 

manner, consolidating all these renewable energy systems 

may give 100% of the power and energy necessities for the 

heap, for example, a home or business. [3] 

 
Fig 2. Biomass-wind-fuel cell 

 

2.2 Photovolta and wind  

Another case of a hybrid energy system is a photovoltaic 

cluster combined with a breeze turbine. This would make 

more yield from the breeze turbine throughout the winter, 
though throughout the mid year, the solar boards would 

deliver their pinnacle yield. Hybrid energy systems regularly 

yield more prominent financial and natural returns than wind, 

solar, geothermal or trigeneration remain solitary systems 

without anyone else.  

 

The mix of renewable energy sources, wind and solar are 

utilized for producing power called as wind solar hybrid 

system. This system is structured utilizing the solar boards 

and little wind turbines generators for creating power.  

 

To more readily comprehend the working of solar breeze 
hybrid system, we should know the working of solar energy 

system and wind energy system. Solar power system can be 

characterized as the system that utilizes solar energy for 

power age with solar boards. The square outline of solar 

breeze hybrid system is appeared in the figure wherein the 

solar boards and wind turbine are utilized for power age. [3] 

 
Fig 3. SUV/wind hybrid energy system Block diagram 

 

 
Fig 4. Solar Wind Diagram 

Wind energy is additionally one of the renewable energy 

resources that can be utilized for creating electrical energy 

with wind turbines combined with generators. Wind turbine 
can be characterized as a fan comprising of 2 or 3 edges that 

turn because of blowing twist to such an extent that the pivot 

of revolution must be lined up with the course of blowing 

wind. An apparatus box is utilized for changing over energy 

starting with one gadget then onto the next gadget utilizing 

mechanical strategy; consequently it is named as a high-

accuracy mechanical system. There are various kinds of 

wind turbines, yet the oftentimes utilized breeze turbines are 

flat hub turbines and vertical hub turbines. [4] 

Solar Power system comprises of three significant squares to 

be specific solar boards, solar photovoltaic cells, and 
batteries for putting away energy. The electrical energy (DC 

power) created utilizing solar boards can be put away in 

batteries or can be utilized for providing DC stacks or can be 

utilized for inverter to take care of AC loads. Solar Energy is 

accessible just during the day time while wind energy is 

accessible for the duration of the day relying on the 

barometrical conditions.  

Wind and solar energy are integral to one another, which 

makes the system to produce power nearly consistently. The 

primary parts of the Wind Solar Hybrid System are wind air 

generator and tower, solar photovoltaic boards, batteries, 
links, charge controller and inverter. The Wind - Solar 

Hybrid System produces power that can be utilized for 

accusing batteries and of the utilization of inverter we can 

run AC machines. Wind air generator is introduced on a 

pinnacle having a base stature of 18 mtrs. starting from the 

earliest stage. In light of the tallness, the air generator gets 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Block_diagram.jpg
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wind at higher speed and along these lines creates more 

power.[4] 

 

III.   POSITIVE ASPECTS OF HYBRID RENEWABLE 
ENERGY SYSTEMS 

 A hybrid energy system can utilize the reciprocal 

idea of different sources, which builds the general 

productivity of the system and improve its 

exhibition (power quality and unwavering quality). 

For example, consolidated warmth and power 

activity, for example MT and FC, builds their 

general effectiveness or the reaction of an energy 

source with more slow unique reaction (for example 

wind or FC) can be upgraded by the expansion of a 

capacity gadget with quicker elements to meet 
various sorts of burden prerequisites  

 Lower discharges: hybrid energy systems can be 

intended to augment the utilization of renewable 

resources, bringing about a system with lower 

outflows.  

 Satisfactory cost: hybrid energy systems can be 

intended to accomplish wanted properties at the 

least worthy cost, which is the way to showcase 

acknowledgment.  

 They give adaptability regarding the successful use 

of the renewable sources. [5] 

 

IV.   NEGATIVE ASPECTS OF HYBRID RENEWABLE 

ENERGY SYSTEMS 

 Applications are spread across various fields like 

The vast majority of hybrid systems require capacity 

gadgets which batteries are generally utilized. These 

batteries require keeps observing and increment the 

expense, as the batteries life is restricted to a couple 

of years. It is accounted for that the battery lifetime 

should increment to around years for the monetary 

use in hybrid systems. 2-Due to reliance of 

renewable sources engaged with the hybrid system 

on climate brings about the heap sharing between 

the various sources utilized for power age, the ideal 

power dispatch, and the assurance of cost per unit 
age are difficult.  

 The dependability of power can be guaranteed by 

consolidating climate autonomous sources like 

diesel generator or energy component.  

 The solidness issue. As the power age from various 

sources of a hybrid system is practically identical, 

an unexpected change in the yield power from any 

of the sources or an abrupt change in the heap can 

influence the system steadiness fundamentally.  

 Singular sources of the hybrid systems must be 

worked at a point that gives the most productive 
age. Actually, this may not be happen because of 

that the heap sharing is regularly not connected to 

the limit or appraisals of the sources. A few 

components choose load sharing like unwavering 

quality of the source, economy of utilization, 

exchanging require between the sources, 

accessibility of fuel and so on. In this way, it is 

wanted to assess the plans to expand the proficiency 

to as elevated level as could be expected under the 

circumstances. [6] 
 

 

V.   CONCLUSION 
Hybrid renewable energy systems are appropriate options for 

single-source renewable energy systems because of 

discontinuous nature of a large portion of them. There is a 

requirement for additional innovative work (R&D) 

enhancements in solar photovoltaic (PV) and wind advances 

that can diminish the expense of hybrid system. 
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